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In 1998 the editors of the Utah Historical Quarterly devoted the fall issue of the journal to "The Tangible Past. " Architectural historian and guest editor of the volume Thomas Carter observed the following in his introductory essay: "Despite the increased interest in material culture around the country this type of research has not made significant inroads into Utah or for that matter the West in general. "
1 Since Carter's observation seventeen years ago, material culture has made significant inroads into Utah history and Mormon studies altogether. And today, with the ascendancy of interdisciplinarity, more and more scholars of Mormonism are including material culture in their research.
While this new literature has enriched our understandings of the Mormon past and some of it is very good, much of it views objects reductionistically as static symbols having singular meanings. And sometimes material culture is a trendy garnish on top of the "real" story. Discussions of symbolism, in particular, are often exercises in speculative semiotics that interpret religious symbols outside their historic fields of cultural production. In this brief essay, I will touch on a few ways in which scholars might think more rigorously about representation. I will also locate material culture within frameworks that go beyond it.
Lived religion and material culture
Material culture is simply culture-made material. It collapses the dyad of materialism and idealism. Objects are the result of the dialectically interpenetrating negotiations that humans make, both individually and collectively, with their material environments. The study of culture-made material, then, is the study of these negotiations and the ways that people strategically engage the resources of the physical world toward their desired ends. For the scholar of Mormon studies, these negotiations encompass myriad topics, including insularity versus integration, communalism versus individualism, and Protestant versus Catholic affinities.
Lived religion-the day-to-day religious experience of nonelitessaturates the material remains of the Mormon past. The scriptural injunction to build Zion was a heavenly mandate to fashion an earthly utopia out of the physical resources available to the Mormon faithful (D&C 39:13; 101:74). Latter-day Saints constructed buildings, spun thread, harvested fields, and otherwise manipulated their physical environment in their millenarian project to establish Zion. They materialized their faith. Therefore, objects as quotidian as plows, butter churns, and adobe brick molds evidence the day-to-day experience of Mormonism as much as scriptures, sermons, and sacrament meetings do. Anything "lived" transpires in an embodied, material world, and humans leave material evidences of their lived experiences. The evidences of the past that historians traditionally use are material objects such as diaries, letters, newspapers, and government records. These objects contain symbols in the form of glyphs, ligatures, digits, and punctuation marks that scholars "translate" into their language. Non-language-based objects also contain historical information, although such information is rarely encoded as specifically and purposefully as writing. Objects range along a spectrum from purely functional to purely aesthetic and vary in the amount of cultural information they bear.
Like other religions, Mormonism is a solution to a particular set of cultural problems. These problems range from something as simple as needing a tool to scrape the mortar between bricks to something as complex as needing clothing that adequately performs class, taste, and ethnicity. Mormons involved in the dynamic, perpetual process of addressing these problems do so by drawing upon and deploying their interrelated mental and material resources. 3 In doing so, Mormons include objects in their construction of what Pierre Bourdieu calls habitus-a cultural consciousness through which people perceive their world. 4 Because of this, the artifacts that Mormons leave behind speak to the cultural norms that Latter-day Saints inherited, inhabited, and modified. In this way, historical artifacts can be thought of as fossilized ideologies. They evidence the common sense of the past. And their horizons in time and space denote the beginnings and endings of their correlative ideologies.
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Cultural orthodoxy
The cultural politics of Mormonism produce their own types of cultural orthodoxies. By "cultural orthodoxies" I mean the dominant cultural norms that are not inherent to Mormon scripture and doctrine but provide the material and behavioral vocabularies through which believers create and enact their religious identities. These orthodoxies often double as tacit benchmarks of doctrinal conformity. They include modes of dress, grooming, and social decorum. They also include culturally sanctioned aesthetics in architecture, literature, music, and the visual arts. 6 Material culture does much of the work in creating, reinforcing, and resisting these cultural orthodoxies. This is because objects are social actors that, along with human actors, cocreate normativity. They do more than symbolize some belief system outside of themselves, although they do this too. Objects exude a type of nonsentient agency within a web of human-object relationships to create cultural worlds. 8 As Bruno Latour writes, "In addition to 'determining' and serving as a 'backdrop for human action, ' things might authorize, allow, afford, encourage, permit, suggest, influence, block, render possible, forbid, The material culture of scripture Books of scripture are themselves tactile objects that possess cultural information. The binding, paper, colors, formatting, and typesetting all shape reader reception. From the Book of Mormon's first leather binding at the Grandin Press to the faux leather, gold-stamped editions the church distributes by the millions today, the church has strategically packaged the Book of Mormon for religious consumption. Large heirloom editions have acted as props in the social performance of devotional piety similar to Victorian parlor Bibles. Glimmering gold bindings with ancient characters inscribed upon them have silently advocated the book's facticity as an ancient record to the reader holding it.
13 George Reynolds's The Story of the Book of Mormon (1888) was the first illustrated edition of the Book of Mormon; and since then, multiple editions have contained imagery that shaped the reception of the people, places, and events described in the text.
14 These and the images that have followed act as theological intercalations. They both illustrate and innovate. 
The body
The human body is a material vehicle of cultural production and the primary material object through which people experience lived religion. 15 Although bodies arrive on the historical stage through biological reproduction, they soon become a kind of material culture because, like objects, self-reflecting people map meaning onto their bodies and those of others. Mormon bodies perform Mormonness. The body is the primary mechanism through which one lives religion, after all. It exerts its power upon the psychological self, and that self simultaneously exerts its power upon the body. Relatedly, lived religion is seen, felt, tasted, and smelled. And objects are integral to the facilitation of these sensory experiences. Because of this, material culturists are beginning to incorporate sensory experience into their narratives of religious pasts.
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The social lives of objects Objects live social lives. Because of this, their uses and meanings change over time. This is most clearly evident in the way people retire objects from their role as usable market commodities and consecrate them as facilitators of nostalgia, heritage, and identity. Believers inject these objects with numina. The objects' new role as agents of memory lies in their connection to people, events, and places in the past with which cultural consecrators wish to identify. These emotional and spiritual meanings often eclipse the objects' original uses and meanings. These relics-whether recognized churchwide or only within a specific family-create new pasts that can powerfully structure the lived experience of the present. 17 Religious objects possess semiotic valence, and some possess more than others. This symbolic value is not to be downplayed. But objects do more than symbolize or represent a priori ideas. They actively participate in the social construction of reality. In fact, they destabilize the autonomy of social actors by participating in that process themselves. Objects cocreate the cultural worlds in which phenomena such as prayer, revelation, and priesthood become possible. The boundaries between Mormon and non-Mormon worlds are porous and at times nonexistent, making it necessary to properly contextualize objects both inside and outside Mormon discourse in order to fully understand them. Otherwise, Mormon exceptionalism becomes the default lens of analysis-a lens that provides a skewed and incomplete understanding of the roles and meanings of historical objects.
The following three examples illustrate some of the many possible ways that scholars might think about Mormon material culture. The first two consider the way objects act as media. The third considers the role objects play in creating sacred space. The recently published history and images of the brown seer stone used by Joseph Smith raise questions about the power of earthly objects to generate heavenly revelation. 18 According to contemporary accounts, the stone was not wholly passive in the translation process. It acted on Smith. Its alluring shape and color compelled him to remove it from the ground. And without it, Martin Harris relates, Smith could not translate. The seer stone, the nearby golden plates, and the paper and ink used by the scribes formed a constellation of objects that intersected with Smith's revelatory prowess to cocreate the text of the Book of Mormon. The stone was a rock, an object removed from all human behavior in the ground that, once brought into human contact, acted as a mediator. 19 Relatedly, almost all Latter-day Saints worldwide today experience lived Mormonism through some form of digital media. Computer screens, television screens, and handheld devices mediate between message makers and members. In addition to official church content, nonofficial social media groups, blogs, and chat rooms have proliferated in the past ten years. And on a smaller scale, members experience church membership through phone calls, text messages, websites, and social media. In short, Mormonism has become more mediated than ever. Scholars might look to material culture in media studies to better understand the way digital technologies are changing the lived experience of Mormonism. 20 Are these objects facilitating the construction of a new, virtual city of Zion? What is the role these devices play in adapting today's sound-bite culture to Mormon devotion? And how is the messenger also the message?
As mentioned earlier, aesthetic objects are among the many material arbiters of religious experience. While LDS meetinghouses are purposely designed to be unadorned and utilitarian-at least those in recent history-the construction and furnishing of temples is meant to be just the opposite. Temples are highly aestheticized. They are filled with custom-made furniture, stained glass windows, floral arrangements, and original paintings. These furnishings shape the felt experience of temple ritual. The built environment of temples constructs the feeling of eternal progression by equating the presence of God with ideologies of Western taste.
Yet taste is a moving target. The interior decor of a temple may elicit a sense of the sacred for one generation but have trouble doing so for the next. Because of this, the redecoration of temples remains a perpetual process. A celestial room, for example, is a snapshot in time of the negotiations between producers and consumers regarding taste concomitant with spiritual experience. Seeing the architecture and interior decor of a temple as only a backdrop for temple rituals overlooks the power that built environments exert. And because the creation of sacred space is culturally contingent, scholars must be careful not to essentialize objects in the same way they are careful not to essentialize people.
In conclusion, everyday objects like cell phones and temple interiors are especially valuable evidences of lived religion. Because people take their built environments largely for granted, they rarely record the details of things like the materials, methods, and ideologies of building a fence around a cow pasture or the warp-and-weft construction of a piece of damask fabric used in a mourning dress. Yet objects as simple as fencing and fabric were integral to the lived experience of the Mormon past just as merit badges and tithing envelopes are today. The study of these material documents augments and complements existing narratives while also offering up its own. As Thomas Carter reminds us from seventeen years ago, "Although their message is not explicit, such documents-however mute they first appear-nevertheless have an important story to tell. " 
